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One sunny day while some people were playing in the ocean they saw a baby dolphin. The baby dolphin came up to the surface to get some air. She was looking for her mommy and she saw a boat.
Along came a rainbow fish swimming. "A dolphin has become tangled in a net," the fish said.
“I was trying to help but then an octopus snuck up and swallowed me. Luckily, the octopus decided I didn’t taste very yummy and spit me back out.”

Meanwhile the mommy dolphin was released from the men’s net in the boat.
The sea turtle was watching the other animals as the boat with the big net came closer. The men hurried due to the storm and lowered the net down around the sea turtle. They lifted him out of the water onto the boat. The men tagged the turtle and set him back free in the ocean.
Next a crab scurried across the ocean bottom and bumped into a starfish. The men scooped up the injured mommy and the baby starfish. The boat left to take the starfish and baby to the aquarium where they will be helped and set free.